TOWNSHIP OF SEGUIN
COUNCIL MEETING JUNE 3RD, 2019
@ THE TOWNSHIP OF SEGUIN COUNCIL CHAMBERS
ADDENDUM

04.

Closed Session:
 Addition of item c) Verbal update from legal counsel - Local
Planning Appeal Tribunal File Number PL 190060, Appeal re
Consent B-2017-0004-H (Curtis) and Local Planning Appeal
Tribunal File Number PL190059, Appeal re Zoning By-law
Amendment R-2017-0019-H (Curtis).

06.

Delegations:
 Addition to item a) Geoff Ross, Muskoka Watershed Council of a
copy of Mr. Ross’ presentation.

07.

Staff Reports:
 Addition to item a) Report No. DPS-PL-2019-077, Bill 108 of
correspondence from Karen Buck.

12.

Council Reports:
 Addition of “Rules of the Road Review: Bicycles, e-bicycles and
e-scooters” from Councillor Moffatt.

Muskoka Watershed Council:
Connecting The Drops
Spring 2019

Purpose
Our Mission
To Champion Watershed Health

Our Goal
To enhance air quality and sustain
the water, and terrestrial ecosystems
of the watersheds of Muskoka for the
environmental, health, economic,
spiritual and intrinsic values they
provide

Economy = Environment
NOT
“Economy versus
Environment”

Community Support
• Volunteers with varying skills and
experience, and links to various
community sectors (and not
necessarily scientists!)
• Access to third party grant funding by
working with other community groups
• Strong relationships with other
Muskoka environmental/community/
lake associations
• Excellent partnerships with all levels of
government & the Dorset
Environmental Science Centre
• Other fundraising for specific projectsReport Card, algae monitoring, etc.

District Support
• Staff (allocated to MWC on a part-time basis):
– Director of Environmental and Watershed Programs
– Watershed Planning Technician

• Office space & meeting rooms
• Annual funding contributions
• Management of seasonal program staff

• Our Area Municipalities have also supported our publications and
programs, particularly the Report Card

Organization

Funding Sources
• Municipal contributions
• Event revenue (e.g., Stewardship
Conferences)
• Sales revenue (e.g., handbook sales)
• Other fundraising activities (e.g, community
lectures)
• Donations
• Grant funding applications for specific
projects (e.g., grant for MWC’s 2018 intern to
assist with the development of the Muskoka
Watershed Report Card)

2018 Muskoka Watershed
Report Card

Key MWC Accomplishments

Muskoka Stewardship Conference

This was an opportunity for municipal
councillors, environmental stewards and other
interested members of the public to network,
share ideas and learn about stewardship
topics from a variety of experts.

MWC’s Horizon:
Looking Out to 2019
and Beyond

Challenges Ahead
• Province’s “Watershed
Conservation & Management
Initiative”
• New legislation and policies
• Changing climate
• Watershed hydrology
• Algae
• Road salt
• Invasive species

Collaborating at the
watershed scale

A Call for Action

Thank you for your support!

Craig Jeffery
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Karen Buck <karenbuck@rogers.com>
Monday, June 3, 2019 11:42 AM
Craig Jeffery; Ann MacDiarmid; Rod Osborne; Daryle Moffatt; Art Coles; Terry Fellner;
Ted Collins; Gail Finnson
Brian Bobbie; Steve Linthwaite; Kathy Orysiuk; Ted Reeser; Steve Davey; Chuck
Lefkowitz; John McCash; Gary Punfield; Kerry Mueller; Karen Zurawski; Nancy Cohen;
h.fisher@utoronto.ca; David and Janet Thacker; Trevor Wilcox; Frances Carmichael;
John Stern; Pamela Swietek; Louise Montague; Thor Eklund; George Lyon; Gail
Hepworth; SLWA Cottagers; Sheila Johnson; Howie Johnson; John Polkinghorne;
Debbie Polkinghorne; Trevor Hawkes; AJ Mueller; Brad Chittick; Darrin O'Brien; Brian
Reed; Susan Paterson; Mark Johnstone; Brett Lagamba; Cheryl Hollows; Corinne
Hagerman; Doug Gammage; Katie Phillips; David George; Bruce Mills
Comments on Staff Report on Bill 108 - The More Homes, More Choices Act, 2019

To Mayor MacDiarmid and Seguin Township Council,
Premier Doug Ford has listened to the Mayors of Ontario Municipalities.
It is time to speak up again. It is not enough to accept Staff Report #DPS-PL-2019-077 on Ontario Bill 108 –
The More Homes, More Choices Act, 2019.
The Staff Report before you today, gives you an analysis that allows for 9 Planning changes under Bill
108. Most blatantly these changes include:
1.

No need to “prove or disprove consistency with the PPS .”

2. No need to “prove conformity with the Official Plan when appealing major planning applications such as
Official Plan Amendments and Zoning By-Law Amendments”, and;
3. Removal of “parties’ ability to introduce new evidence and examine/cross-examine witnesses at Local
Planning Appeal Tribunal hearings.”
4. Establishment of a Species at Risk Conservation Fund with an agency to manage and administer that would
mean that “this fund will serve as a charge in lieu of meeting requirements for development where the
protection of habitat is deemed not a priority.”
“Bill 108 proposes a number of amendments to 13 different Acts with the most significant changes to Seguin as
stated in the Staff Analysis. “
I would ask Council if there was time for thoughtful input to the Ontario Government on Bill 108 prior to the
Ontario Government considering and moving it through passage. Bill 108 opens every Ontario municipality to
development which they might otherwise be opposed to. Opposing such development appears to be negated
and highly supported in Bill 108 and less thoughtful toward the Ontario Municipality who, in the face of climate
change consequences and habitat destruction/depletion, may not want to entertain new development pressures,
but may want to have strong Official Plan Policies that support real housing solutions that meet the needs of
their constituents. Development policies should not support profit over thoughtful planning.
1

I would like to remind you that our Ontario Government:
 Earlier this week, voted to repeal the province’s Toxics Reduction Act (TRA) in 2021 and halt the
implementation of some of its provisions immediately. This legislative action was buried in the bulk of
the infamous omnibus Bill 66, also known as Restoring Ontario’s Competitiveness Act, 2018.
 Has cut the 50 Million Tree Planting Program and has supported reduction of Ontario spending that
was going to local Conservation Authourities when Municipalities are facing, in many cases,
devastating climate disruption consequences such as flooding, tornadoes and fires, highlighting
enormous societal and economic implications that, in many cases was or could be included in programs
of intervention and prevention by local conservation authourities
 At a UN Summit in September, as many as 80 countries have shown to be on track to announce
tougher greenhouse gas reduction targets. It is understood that we are all involved in trying to reach a
50% reduction in C02 emissions in just 12 years. Is Ontario ready to support local actions and lead us to
community successes on this Climate Change challenge?
Where is the support for our Seguin Township at the Ontario Government in issues that really matter to us and
future generations?
I think that a response to the Ontario Government on Bill 108 is in order from this Seguin Council.
It is not enough just to receive this Staff Report.

Sincerely, Karen Buck
90 Beechwood Drive

Karen Buck
cell: (416) 903-1089
t: (705) 252-8667
e: karenbuck@rogers.com
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Rules of the road review: Bicycles, e-bicycles and e-scooters
Report prepared by the Share the Road Cycling Coalition
*DRAFT #1 FOR DISCUSSION*

Context
On May 1, The Honourable Jeff Yurek, Minister of Transportation, announced upcoming consultations on the rules of
the road for bicycles, e-bicycles and e-scooters. In response to these consultations, Share the Road has prepared this
draft to (1) seek feedback and input from our network, and (2) articulate our recommendations to the province.
This report reflects the views and recommendations of Share the Road, which have been prepared in consultation with
stakeholders. Preparation of this report has not been funded by any outside sources, government or otherwise.

About Share the Road
Share the Road is a provincial cycling advocacy organization working to build a bicycle-friendly Ontario. We work in
partnership with municipal, provincial and federal governments, the business community, road safety organizations
and other non-profits to:
●
●
●

Enhance access for people cycling on roads and trails;
Improve safety for all people cycling, and;
Educate citizens on the value and importance of safe bicycling for healthy lifestyles and healthy communities.

For more information on Share the Road, please visit www.sharetheroad.ca.

Framework for recommendations
Cycling in Ontario is on the rise as a daily activity. Between 2014 to 2018, the percentage of people in Ontario
reporting that they cycled everyday, or almost everyday, increased from 4% to 6% (Share the Road 2018). There is also
an unrealized demand for cycling across this province, with 32% of people in Ontario indicating that their preferred
mode of transportation to work is cycling. People in Ontario have a desire for more transportation choices, but are
concerned about safety.
Growth in cycling can be leveraged to address many of our most pressing concerns in Ontario. Providing safe and
separated spaces to cycle increases the people moving capacity of our roads and can reduce traffic congestion.
Encouraging cycling can increase individual health outcomes and reduce provincial health care spending. Cycling for
shorter trips is an effective way for individuals to take action on reducing greenhouse gas emissions, which is
particularly relevant given that 30% of Ontario’s emissions come from the transportation sector. Cycling is a convenient
first and last mile option for connecting to transit. Cycling infrastructure is also a cost effective way to get people
moving and has been proven to increase road safety for all users, not only the people who cycle. For more information
and resources visit www.bikescandothat.ca.
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Although people cycling are sometimes identified as “scofflaws”, recent studies have shown that this is far from reality.
People cycling may be more visible when they break the law, but they do so with much less frequency than people
driving. A recent study by the Danish Road Directorate found that less than 5% of cyclists break traffic laws while
cycling yet 66% of motorists do so when driving. In many instances, people cycling get branded as “scofflaws” due to
a lack of clarity and general understanding about where they are permitted to be within the roadway, and how they
are expected to behave. We aim to use this review and an opportunity to further clarify the rights and responsibilities of
people on bikes as they travel Ontario’s roads.
In many regards, Ontario has been at the forefront with regards to cycling policy in Canada. We have implemented
the 1m safe passing law, invested in cycling infrastructure, produced updated facility maintenance standards and are
currently updating Ontario Traffic Manual Book 18: Cycling Facilities to reflect cycling & road safety best practices.
These measures have been implemented in an effort to meet the demand for cycling and to ensure that Ontario
continues to have among the safest roads in North America for all road users. We welcome this opportunity to work
with the province to update the rules of the road for bicycles, e-bicycles and e-scooters and to identify
evidence-based next steps to increase road safety for all.

Proposed review framework
This provincial review of the rules of the road is an opportunity to work in coordination with road safety partners to:
●

Clarify the rights and responsibilities of road users to increase safety;

●

Recognize the difference between road user vulnerabilities and identify opportunities to enhance the safety of
those who are most vulnerable;

●

Identify ways to update the Highway Traffic Act (HTA) to reflect new evidence and best practices for sharing
the road;

●

Acknowledge the demand for an increase in cycling as a mode of transportation, recreation and tourism on
our roadways and anticipate the continued growth of cycling, including e-bicycling;

●

Anticipate and regulate micro-mobility options such as e-scooters, cargo bicycles and other low speed modes
that provide people with non-motorized transportation options, particularly for short trips.

This is the framework within which our recommendations have been prepared.
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Proposed legislative and regulatory measures
To achieve the objectives outlined above, Share the Road is recommending the following changes to the rules of the
road:
1. Clarify the rules & enforcement around cycling two-abreast;
a. Specifically permit cycling two-abreast;
b. Identify when it is permitted to cycle two-abreast.
2. Enhance the language and enforcement related to the 1m safe passing law;
a. Replace “as may be practicable” with “as is safe”;
b. Enhance the language to highlight need for motorists to proceed with caution.
3. Provide additional clarity related to cycling as far to the right as is safe;
a. Replace “as is practicable” with “as is safe”;
b. Specifically identify situations in which it is not safe to cycle far to the right.
4. Collect and analyze statistics on dooring collisions;
a. Update the Motor Vehicle Accident Report to include “doorings” as a collision that is tracked.
5. Recognize the vulnerability of people cycling with enhanced penalties for killing or seriously injuring vulnerable
road users;
a. Implement roadside suspensions, as is done for stunt driving;
b. Mandate driver retraining, as is done through the Back on Track program.
6. Define e-bicycles in a way that recognizes the variety of models that exist and the differences between them;
a. Explore the 3-class system recommended by People for Bikes in the United States;
b. Investigate whether people with suspended drivers’ licenses can be restricted from operating a class 3
e-bicycle;
c. Develop guidance to govern electric cargo bikes.
7. Permit kick-style e-scooters on roadways for a 2-year pilot project;
a. Develop a policy framework that permits e-scooters on roadways in Ontario.
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Description of proposed measures
1. Riding two-abreast
Many bike clubs, including the Ontario Cycling Association, have noted that cycling two-abreast increases the visibility
and safety of people cycling. It can also make it easier for motorists to pass a group of people cycling by shortening
the distance between the first and last person in the group, and by making it clear to the motorist that they are
required to move over and give adequate space, instead of attempting to pass within the same lane.
At present, the HTA does not specifically prohibit cycling two-abreast, but it does prohibit slower moving vehicles from
blocking the normal flow of traffic. This is a point of confusion among people cycling, motorists and law enforcement.
Share the Road recommends that cycling two-abreast be specifically permitted in the HTA.
Under the Highway Traffic Act, we need to look at updating section 148, as it includes the “turn out to the right”
requirement. This section, in part, as follows:
148 (6) Every person on a bicycle or motor assisted bicycle who is overtaken by a vehicle or equestrian
travelling at a greater speed shall turn out to the right and allow the vehicle or equestrian to pass and
the vehicle and equestrian overtaking shall turn out to the left so far as may be necessary to avoid a
collision.
This section should be updated to reflect the instances when people cycling two-abreast are not required to “turn out
to the right” to allow a faster vehicle to pass them.
Ontario can look to Colorado for stated permission to cycle two-abreast in certain scenarios:
(6) (a) Persons operating bicycles on roadways shall ride single file; except that riding no more than
two-abreast is permitted in the following circumstances;
(i) when riding two abreast will not impede the normal and reasonable movement of traffic, or;
(ii) when riding on paths or parts of roadways set aside for the exclusive use of bicycles.
(b) Persons riding two-abreast shall ride within a single lane.
(https://www.codot.gov/programs/bikeped/information-for-bicyclists/bike-ped-manual/2008-10-official-bicycling-laws.
pdf)
This language could also be enhanced by highlighting the onus on the driver of the motor vehicle to pass people on
bikes safely.

2. The 1m safe passing law
The 1m safe passing law is an increasingly popular tool in jurisdictions wishing to promote cycling safety. Ontario
adopted the 1m safe passing law in 2015 as part of a broader update to the HTA. The current language around this
law reads as follows:
148(6.1) Every person in charge of a motor vehicle on a highway who is overtaking a person travelling
on a bicycle shall, as nearly as may be practicable, leave a distance of not less than one metre
between the bicycle and the motor vehicle and shall maintain that distance until safely past the
bicycle.
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148 (6.2) The one metre distance required by subsection 6.1 refers to the distance between the extreme
right side of the motor vehicle and the extreme left side of the bicycle, including all projections and
attachments.
Share the Road would like to see the term “as may be practicable” replaced with “as is safe”. We believe that
highlighting the safety of those involved over the practicality of the passing maneuver is an important signal to send to
all road users.
Share the Road also recommends further enhancements to the language that draw from HTA section 159(2) r elated to
approaching stopped emergency vehicles and tow trucks:
159(2) Upon approaching an emergency vehicle (...) the driver of a vehicle travelling on the same side
of the highway shall slow down and proceed with caution, having due regard for traffic on and the
conditions of the highway and the weather, the ensure that the driver does not collide with the
emergency vehicle or tow truck or endanger any person outside of the emergency vehicle or tow truck.
Highlighting the onus on the driver to proceed with caution and with due regard for traffic would enhance the 1m safe
passing law both in terms of education and enforcement.

3. Riding to the right
People cycling in Ontario are permitted to “take the lane” - that is, to occupy the centre of a travel lane in order to
ensure that they are not overtaken by a vehicle within the same lane, exposing the cyclist to a higher risk of a
sideswipe collision. However, a great deal of confusion exists about where people cycling are allowed to be.
HTA section 147 stipulates that slower moving vehicles shall travel as far to the right as practicable. This section could
be enhanced by replacing “as practicable” with “as is safe” and further stipulating the conditions where it is not safe
to travel as far to the right.
In this instance, we can again can look to Colorado for some helpful clarifications, that could make this easier to
understand for both people cycling and for motorists. Colorado law indicates that while any person riding a bicycle
shall ride in the right-hand lane, the provision does not apply under the following circumstances:
5(c) when reasonably necessary to avoid hazardous conditions, including, but not limited to, fixed or
moving objects, parking or moving vehicles, pedestrians, animals, or surface hazards.*

*Note: we believe it could also be useful to specifically include “dooring zone” in this description

4. Collection of dooring statistics
Being hit with a vehicle door while cycling (aka. being“doored”) is a potentially fatal collision for people on bikes.
Although common, “doorings” are not currently tracked by the police, as they are not considered to be collisions
under the Motor Vehicle Accident Report (MVAR) form. This is due to the section of the MVAR that describes collisions
as involving a motor vehicle in motion.
See this report from the Toronto Police Service for background:
http://www.tpsb.ca/component/jdownloads/send/26-2013/420-dec12-pub
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In the instance of a “dooring” collision, only the non-motor vehicle (aka. the bicycle) is in motion. Share the Road
would like to see this section of the MVAR form amended to track collisions involving non-motor vehicles as well.
This data will provide important information on trends and collision hotspots that can be used by decision makers to
take action to reduce “dooring” collisions.

5. Vulnerable road users
As highlighted by the work of the Vulnerable Road User (VRU) Coalition, people travelling outside of motor vehicles are
particularly vulnerable to serious injury and death on our roads. This includes, but is not limited to, people walking and
cycling, people who use mobility devices, emergency responders and road workers. According to the VRU Coalition,
while rates of injury and death due to road traffic collisions for motor vehicle occupants have declined in Ontario over
the past 10 years, this is not the case for people walking and cycling. In our present system, drivers who kill or seriously
injure vulnerable road users often receive minor or no charges.
Share the Road recommends that this review be used to strengthen the charges for motorists who kill or seriously injure
vulnerable road users, including, but not limited to people cycling. This should include:
●

Roadside suspension of drivers’ license, as done for stunt driving (HTA 172(5));

●

Mandatory completion of a driver retraining program with a special focus on sharing the road with VRUs, similar
to the Back on Track program that is required under the HTA for convicted impaired drivers or drivers with 2 or
more roadside suspensions (http://www.remedial.net/).

6. E-bicycle definitions
E-bikes present a real opportunity for cycling in Ontario, with multiple studies indicating that people are more likely to
replace a car trip with an e-bike trip than they are to replace a car trip with a traditional bicycle. As we work to make
our roads and communities safer and more convenient for cycling, Ontario could see an increase in cycling through
e-bikes. But the most significant barrier to e-bicycle market growth is potentially the way we define them.
At present, power-assisted bicycles include everything from motorized bicycles that look like conventional bicycles
(pedelecs) to scooters and limited speed motorcycles. Additionally, all e-bike operators and passengers must be at
least 16 years of age and wear a helmet.
In May 2018, Transport Canada released proposed regulatory amendments which include the repeal of the definition
of power-assisted bicycles. This means that e-bicycles would no longer be regulated by the federal government,
opening the door for a provincial regulatory framework.
Share the Road recommends that we explore a similar set of definitions as recommended by People for Bikes in the
United States (https://peopleforbikes.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Model-eBike-Legislation-06282018.pdf). This
includes a 3-class definition for e-bicycles. In the sample legislation prepared by People for Bikes, these classifications
are as follows:
●
●
●

Class 1: an electric bicycle equipped with a motor that provides assistance only when the rider is pedaling, and
that ceases to provide assistance when the bicycle reaches the speed of 20 mph (32km/h);
Class 2: an electric bicycle equipped with a motor that may be used exclusively to propel the bicycle, and that
is not capable of providing assistance when the bicycle reaches the speed of 20mph (32 km/h);
Class 3: an electric bicycle equipped with a motor that provides assistance only when the rider is pedaling, and
that ceases to provide assistance when the bicycle reaches the speed of 28 mph (45km/h).
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Additional rules for e-bicycles outlined by People for Bikes as part of their draft legislation:
●
●
●
●
●

Operators are not subject to insurance and licensing requirements;
Only class 1 and class 2 bicycles can be ridden on bicycle and multi-use paths (where permitted), and they
may be prohibited by local municipalities;
Class 3 e-bicycles shall not be ridden on bicycle and multi-use paths unless adjacent to a highway, or
specifically permitted;
No person under the age of 16 may operate a class 3 e-bicycle;
All operators of a class 3 bicycle must wear an approved helmet.

Share the Road would also like to explore the likelihood of restricting access to Class 3 e-bicycles so that those who
have a suspended drivers’ license are not permitted to operate them.
This sample legislation should also be enhanced to provide guidance on the permitted size of electric cargo bikes that
are entering the market. These bikes can serve as an efficient way for individuals and businesses to transport goods,
particularly in urban areas over short distances. They raise specific regulatory needs around dimensions, number of
wheels, cargo capacity, passenger allowance, and more. For more information on cargo bikes, see this report issued
by the Pembina Institute: https://www.pembina.org/reports/cargo-bikes-v4-online.pdf

7. Permitting kick-style e-scooters
At present, kick-style e-scooters like those that have been launched in the United States by companies like Lime and
Bird (aka. e-scooters) are not permitted on roadways governed by the HTA. They are only permitted on private trails
and pathways, with the permission of the owner.
Share the Road supports allowing e-scooters on Ontario’s roads as part of a proposed 2-year pilot project. As outlined
in our briefing note on the issue (https://issuu.com/cite7/docs/41.1-spring2019/26) we see e-scooters as a new way for
residents and visitors to get around their communities, especially for short trips. Evidence from other jurisdictions
indicate that e-scooters can replace motor vehicle trips and serve as an efficient connection to transit.
There are serious safety concerns to consider, such as durability of the e-scooters, safety for users and the potential for
poorly parked e-scooters to obstruct sidewalks. We believe that the best opportunity to address these concerns is to
proactively develop a policy framework to govern the arrival of e-scooters and to monitor their use during a 2-year
pilot.
Our full recommendations can be found in the briefing note at the link above. A few sample recommendations
include:
●
●
●
●

Limit their speed to 24km/h;
Specify that e-scooters are prohibited from carrying passengers of any age;
Prohibit e-scooter users from leaving the devices lying on their side or parked in a way that does not allow
adequate space for pedestrian traffic, and;
Allow municipalities set geographic limits in which e-scooters can operate.
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Additional road safety measures related to cycling safety
The proposed measures outlined above are specific legislative and regulatory changes that Share the Road would like
to see implemented in Ontario. We also recommend a suite of educational and infrastructure programs that, if
implemented, would increase the safety of people cycling in Ontario. These include:
●

Making cycling skills training courses available to people across Ontario by increasing the number of available
instructors and providing provincial curriculum support;

●

Enforcing the 1m safe passing law, including use of the radar devices that have been used by police in Ottawa
and Guelph;

●

Allocating funding for cycling infrastructure as part of provincial road construction and reconstruction projects;

●

Adopting a Vision Zero approach to transportation and road safety in Ontario, and;

●

Enhancing driver training materials to provide more information about bicycles, including teaching the Dutch
Reach.
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